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Economic markets are now widely recognised and studied as
collective, relational devices that are prepared, debated, and
deﬁned by a range of actors and processes [13]. These processes, in
turn, are both human and non-human, and include the visual-
isation of markets and market data [55], the formation of market-
speciﬁc metrologies [6], identiﬁcation of a market with speciﬁc
qualities and devices [12], and multiple other processes at a range
of scales [30]. This article aims to investigate the key question of
what drives the development and emergence of new socio-
technical formulations such as markets. In so doing, it builds a
picture of how a new sector, that of cleantech, came into being
around the turn of the newmillennium. The article’s contribution is
in tracing the emergence of the sector through identifying in-
dicators of the widening use of the concept of cleantech to describe
what became a new sector. The article argues that these indicators
point to the way(s) in which the new sector it was performed by a
complex web of actors [56]. As Padgett and Powell [52] write in
their preface to a study of the emergence of organizations and
markets, ‘We understand selection and equilibrium, but we do not
understand the emergence of what we choose or of who we are.
Our analytical shears are sharp, but the life forces pushing things up
to be trimmed elude us.’ In order to explore the emergence of the
cleantech concept and its effects on sectoral deﬁnition, the
following identiﬁes indicators of the emergence and widening use
of the concept. The indicators used in the article cover the period
1990e2010. Various types of data (on the usage of cleantech in aE-mail address: federico.caprotti@kcl.ac.uk.
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0160-791X/© 2016 The Author. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article urange of outlets and discursive arenas) are analysed as constituting
a set of indicators of the adaptation and use of the concept over the
above-mentioned time period.
Cleantech is widely seen as the sector within which the tech-
nological innovations that are key to the emergence of a green
economy are being developed [14,66,67]. Within the green
economy’s shifting deﬁnitional boundaries, the cleantech sector is
widely recognised as the leading arena of economic activity tar-
geted at environmental industrial processes, business and services
[32]: Davies [22] states that ‘activities bundled together within the
emergent ‘cleantech’ industrial sector are being heralded as actu-
ally existing exemplars of a green economy’. The emergence of the
cleantech sector is thus central to the rise to prominence of the
green economy [31,58]. It is also linked to the increasing level of
concern around issues such as climate and environmental change,
energy security and the Peak Oil scenario, among others: the
emergence of the cleantech sector has been described as an in-
dustrial ‘revolution’ [54]. The paper focuses on the emergence of
cleantech as a sector predicated not only on technological innova-
tion and market promise, but on the socio-technical and techno-
cultural processes through which the new sector was performed
and deﬁned. Speciﬁcally, the following focuses on analyzing the
ways in which the emergence of the sector can be tracked through
the analysis of aggregate online search data.
A focus on cultural-economic concepts enables the tracking and
excavation of the cleantech concept from its origins more than two
decades ago, when it was only referred to by scientists and engi-
neers, to its current status and deﬁnition as a popular new eco-
nomic sector, used and deployed thousands of times a week from
boardrooms in San Francisco, to planning ﬁrms in Singapore, to
chichi bars in Shanghai. The emergence of cleantech can be usefully
analysed as an example of the performance of ‘the economic’
[7,48,50,62] by a range of policy, corporate and other actors.
The following explores the emergence of the cleantech concept
from its ﬁrst, limited use in 1990 to widespread currency by 2010,
highlighting its evolution as an example of the discursive devel-
opment of a new sectoral identity. The paper builds on research
focused on the utility of considering the ways in which emergent
economic sectors are deﬁned not just through strict ﬁnancial and
policy drivers, but through relational [33,64] and dynamic cultural
processes [50] that can be investigated through online search tools.nder the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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used to construct indicators of sectoral development. The paper
underlines the utility of online search data for studying the cultural
economy of markets and sectors [8]. This is because the increasing
availability of large amounts of data (from digital newspapers,
websites, web logs (blogs), audio-visual material and web searches,
to online transactional data and locational and spatial data such as
sensor readings and cellular phone location records) has brought
with it a need to ‘search, analyse and understand these everyday
materials’ [45]. In the case of the emergence of the cleantech sector,
aggregate search data analysis is used as away of excavating the use
and shifting deﬁnition of the concept over time. This enables the
tracking of the cleantech concept from its origin more than two
decades ago, when the term ‘cleantech’ was used as a very speciﬁc
and technical term by scientists and engineers, to its contemporary
deﬁnition as a new economic sector and as a term used and
deployed thousands of times a week by a wide range of actors who
perform the sector.
The notion of performativity deployed in this article is pre-
dominantly based on work in the performativity of economics of
markets and economics [14], as well as on the work of philosopher
Judith Butler, who has highlighted how discourse can be used to
produce the phenomena that are its subject(s). With regards to this,
the article’s understanding of performativity is rooted in the notion
that studying performance means moving away from the notion
that there is a pre-conceived state of affairs onwhich identities and
meanings are then built: ‘it is not possible simply to situate certain
processes and activities within […] an economy’, as if as if […]
‘economy’ or a ‘sector’ such as cleantech ‘were pre-given entities,
already bounded, identiﬁable and knowable’ [14: 147]. Although
Butler uses a range of examples, such as debates around the con-
struction of gender, to make this point, it could also be argued that
this article’s focus on a new economic sector makes central use of
this notion: cleantech emerged not from a pre-established eco-
nomic or market basis or cultural identity, but was shaped from,
and by, a range of actors, artefacts and discursive arenas. Further-
more, in the article’s focus on emergence as the key process
through which performativity develops, the notion of network (of
actors within a discursive arena) becomes crucial. As Licoppe [42]
has argued, it is important not simply to focus on technologies, or
on speciﬁc actors per se in terms of their performativity, but on the
overall socio-technical networks through which artefacts (in the
case of cleantech, from solar panels to green building materials,
from environmental ﬁnance reports to infrared insulation moni-
tors) ‘become present in the ﬁrst place’ [ [42]: 181].
Why is a focus on the performance of sectoral deﬁnition
important to the analysis of sectoral emergence? The deﬁnitional
strategies employed by actors to describe and delimitate a sector
can be seen, through a cultural economy lens, as key parts of the
processes through which markets are prepared [15]. Deﬁnitions
and deﬁnitional debates are, therefore, part of the performativity of
markets, and speciﬁcally, they are central to the emergence of the
cleantech sector. Deﬁnitional debates around cleantech are also
crucial due to the complex landscape of technologies, services, and
cultural practices involved in the sector: cleantech encompasses
offshore wind turbines, smart energy meters, environmental con-
sultancy, and environmental ﬁnance within its wide-ranging scope.
Thus, establishing sectoral deﬁnitions is a key part of the ways in
which the sector was, and is, performed. In this sense, cleantech can
also be seen to be somewhat different from other newmarkets that
have been analysed from a cultural economy standpoint. Carbon
markets, for example, are new sectors that have emerged in the
2000s and which have been organised, performed, and equipped
with calculative devices [11,38,43]. Nonetheless, while carbon
markets contain a range of products and services, they areorganised around a single element. In contrast to this, cleantech’s
deﬁnitional remit is socio-technically vast, and in this sense almost
resembles a traditional aggregate sector (such as telecommunica-
tions). Thus, deﬁnitional debates by a range of actors using a wide
variety of communicative and performative devices and outlets are
key to cultural and economic strategies aimed at inclining the
emergent sector in speciﬁc directions, and establishing actor
legitimacy and leadership. It is in this context that the analysis of
reports and documents produced about cleantech can be seen as
part and parcel of the deﬁnition and performativity of cleantech.
2. The emergence of the cleantech sector
Cleantech is a newword, and a new economic sector. As a word,
‘cleantech’ rarely appeared in print or other media in the decade up
to 2000. It was mainly used in scholarly journals in the natural and
physical sciences. ‘Cleantech’ eventually came to deﬁne a small,
ﬂedgling sector of technology investment that attracted small
capital ﬂows until the ﬁrst few years of the 2000s. By the start of the
new millennium, very few investors had heard of the ‘cleantech
sector’. However, by the end of the decade, cleantech became a
recognised arena of economic activity: the sector was worth over
US$ 300 billion in annual investments by the mid-2010s. In deﬁ-
nitional terms, ecoConnect, a UK-based industry network for
‘green’ ﬁrms, deﬁnes cleantech as ‘technology, products and ser-
vices which generate superior commercial beneﬁts to customers
while addressing signiﬁcant environmental concerns such as global
warming, sustainability of natural resources, and energy security’
[24].
Analysts at investment houses, engineers working for technol-
ogy companies, researchers and policy professionals now travel
globally to attend the several international cleantech conferences
that take place every year in cleantech investment hubs such as San
Francisco, Beijing, Copenhagen and Tel Aviv. Corporate actors
engaged in deﬁnitional debates around cleantech have ensured
that a wide range of industrial activities, products and processes
(from renewable energy technologies, to hybrid vehicles, to green
consultancy services, and much else in between) are considered
part of the cleantech economy. Indeed, the Cleantech Group’s 2014
Global Cleantech 100 report identiﬁed 17 sub-sectors as forming
part of the overall cleantech sector [16]. The sector is relatively new,
as discussed below, but it is ﬁnancially signiﬁcant: it is expected to
beworth between US$ 330 billion and US$ 390 billion by the end of
2015 [19]. Some of the major cleantech ﬁrms active in the sector in
the 2010s have become household names: these include corpora-
tions such as Tesla, a US luxury electric vehicle manufacturer, and
Suzlon, an Indian wind turbine maker. Although the deﬁnition of
cleantech continues to be the result of discursive discussion and
tensions between a range of actors, including critical debates as to
whether ‘clean’ simply signiﬁes ‘business as usual’ [22], the sector
has gained increasing political as well as economic importance.
Evidence of the latter can be seen in the adoption of economic
transition strategies aimed at spurring the growth of the green
economy by a range of national governments [46,47,65]. These
strategies often feature the cleantech sector, and the sub-sectors
which constitute it, as the designated engines of economic
change towards green futures.
How and why did this happen? How did a little-used term come
to deﬁne an emergent sector in the early 2000s, and why did the
usage of the cleantech sector concept (hereafter referred to as the
cleantech concept) spread rapidly from very limited origins in the
1990s, to its present level of usage, appearing hundreds of thou-
sands of times a year in online publications and traditional media?
Answering these questions exhaustively requires a contextual
awareness of cleantech as a socio-technical construct [22,46],
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crisis, and a rapidly developing paradigm of ecological moderni-
zation and belief in the potential of technology and the market to
provide ‘solutions’ to environmental and other problems [44]. This
paper focuses on the discursivemechanisms that contributed to the
deﬁnition and emergence of cleantech by tracking the use of the
term that came to deﬁne that new sector. The paper’s analysis of
conceptual emergence is based on the premise that in order to
understand how a new industrial-economic sector is performed by
a range of discursive actors, it is useful to analyse how the concept
that deﬁnes that particular sector develops and is deployed.
Therefore, the discussion below follows the concept and its tra-
jectory rather than focusing on a speciﬁc group of corporate or
other actors. Seen in this light, a concept such as cleantech, can be
understood as a ‘a semantic isotope: a cultural tag, tracer, or dye
that tracks changes in meaning deployed by diverse social actors
during periods of change’ [26].
Following on from this, the performance of a new sector through
the use of a new word and concept is key not only to the cultural
construction of a new sector of the economy, but also to the
mechanisms of sense-making which enable a new sectoral deﬁni-
tion to aid in the aggregation of technological goods, products,
commodities and services into a logic which enables the new sector
to take on a collective, co-constituted, techno-cultural set of
meanings [13,50]. The paper’s investigation of the new sector is
based in recent studies of the emergence of new ﬁelds of economic,
technological and scientiﬁc enquiry [34]. These studies highlight
the importance of socio-cultural and discursive mechanisms
involved in the processes of claim-making and boundary-setting
around new sectors and techno-scientiﬁc areas of activity. Garud
[25], for example, interpreted conferences as key interfaces through
which new ﬁelds of technological knowledge and commercial po-
tential emerge in real time. Likewise, in their analysis of the
development of the management consulting industry, David et al.
[21] underlined the importance of discursive and other strategies in
establishing claims of legitimacy for new sectors (see also [51]), an
aspect which will be treated in more detail below when dealing
with the issue of the discursive actions of ‘ﬁrst mover’ ﬁrms in the
cleantech sector.
3. Emergent economic concepts and market identities
Deﬁnitional transition in the usage of the cleantech concept is
evident around the year 2000, which is when ‘cleantech’ started to
be used to describe an economic sector. Prior to this, during
1990e2000 the cleantech concept was used without clear deﬁni-
tion. It was deployed in highly technical discursive arenas (such as
the research ﬁeld of materials science). In these narrow discursive
landscapes, each meaning ascribed to ‘cleantech’ differed and was
highly speciﬁc, as is shown below. However, from 2000 onwards
cleantech became deﬁned in a broader manner and was performed
by an expanding number of discursive actors in the arenas of
business, ﬁnance and policy. The following argues for the existence
of a period of transition, from 2000 onwards, when the deﬁnition of
cleantech widened, encompassing a range of meanings linked to
environmental technologies. The actors responsible for its deﬁni-
tion are identiﬁed here as relational networks of human (analysts,
professionals, technology ﬁrm executives) and non-human actors
(including technological innovations and institutions) and wider
cultural and socioeconomic contexts and phenomena (such as the
trend towards growing awareness of environmental crisis
mentioned above). This set of networks co-produced the cleantech
concept and helped to deﬁne it as a descriptor of a new, emergent
economic sector.
The following posits the existence of several discursive arenaswithin which conceptual deﬁnitions circulate and are debated.
Discursive arenas are deﬁned here as ‘spaces where texts, utterance
or other forms of discursive and social practices are performed.
They are spaces were discourses become visible, but also where
lines of conﬂict are manifested’ [ [41]: 392].
These arenas are composed by a.) discursive actors; b.) networks
of communication and exchange; and c.) common sets of experi-
ence and knowledge. For example, several discursive arenasmay be
considered as existing within the discursive arena of a speciﬁc ac-
ademic discipline. Arenas are composed of actors (researchers,
students, universities and research institutes), networks of
communication and exchange (journals, conferences, collabora-
tions), and common sets of experience and knowledges (qualiﬁ-
cations, career tracks, disciplinary boundaries). Discursive arenas
are relational and dynamic; at the same time, the paper is based on
an understanding of discursive arenas which allows for speciﬁc
arenas to come into contact, and for their boundaries to be broken
at speciﬁc moments, leading to further discursive intermingling
and deﬁnitional development of concepts, such as cleantech, which
come to deﬁne economic sectors.
In the case of cleantech, the paper highlights how the concept
has moved from one discursive arena to another (or has widened
existing arenas) as it has gained breadth in deﬁnition and meaning.
This can be seen in the existence of ‘break-through’ periods during
which a concept makes the transition from one discursive arena to
another, enlarging the cultural sphere and number of actors using
the concept. In turn, this stimulates increasing frequency of use of
the concept by a widened arena of discursive actors. In the case of
the emergence of the cleantech concept as a sectoral deﬁnition, it is
useful to analyse emergence as being at least in part constituted by
themechanisms through which a concept both spreads, and is used
more frequently. Since emergence is a characteristic of complex
social systems such as markets, based as it is on the idea that the
(non-directed) interaction of multiple actors and processes can lead
to speciﬁc outcomes such as sectoral deﬁnition [20,42], it follows
that the emergence of concepts and sectors such as cleantech can in
part be usefully analysed by using large, aggregate datasets such as
those available through online search systems. The next section
outlines the methodological approach used in this paper for
tracking the emergence of the cleantech concept and its adoption
as a deﬁnitional term applied to an emergent new sector.
4. Excavating a new concept
In order to track the emergence and changing use of the
cleantech concept, both quantitative and qualitative data was used.
In quantitative terms, aggregate online search data was utilised to
track the development of the cleantech concept. Five sets of online
research tools were utilised to aid analysis. The ﬁrst, Google Trends
is a set of tools used to represent and understand patterns of
aggregate search behaviour [28]. The second tool used was Google
AdWords, a mechanism for monetising keyword-based online
advertising. AdWords is aimed at analysing the attractiveness of
particular sites to searches and ‘clicks’, based on the use of speciﬁc
keywords or keyword combinations. The third tool, Google Scholar,
was employed to examine the usage of cleantech across different
academic disciplines. The fourth and ﬁfth tools, Google News and
Google Blogs, were used as sources of data on the adoption of
cleantech in online news media and blogs.
The paper’s use of online search data is contextualised within
recent interest, in the social sciences and beyond, in the analysis of
datasets provided by machine-learning algorithms (such as those
which constitute the backbone of Google search) [3,29,49]. Recent
research using online data has ranged from studies in sociology, to
economics, and epidemiology. Online data has been used for a
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ence [4], to forecasting unemployment [2] and house prices [36], to
epidemiological research on pathogens from Lyme disease [57] to
inﬂuenza [27] and others [53]. Online data is thus increasingly
being used by computational social scientists to excavate social life
both online and ofﬂine [39,40], and there is increasing recognition
of the imbrication of online and ofﬂine social life [23]. The focus on
using Google as a repository of aggregate search data is justiﬁed, in
the context of the analysis presented here, by the fact that Google’s
search archives are arguably the most extensive currently available.
This enables aggregate search behaviour to be tracked as compre-
hensively as possible. In addition, the use of Google as a search
repository and methodological focus of analysis is rooted in the
search engine’s own socio-technical history: Google’s founders
built it as a tool which was intended, from the start, not only as a
search engine but a research tool [9]. The resulting vast repository
of daily search data is highly complex and variegated [1], which is
the reason it has increasingly been used in research on social life
and social behaviour across a range of different ﬁelds, as noted
above.
In order to provide context for the analysis of the spread of the
cleantech concept, especially with regards to the performance of
the new sector through deﬁnitional strategies, qualitative data
constituted by textual materials were analysed from a range of
sources connected to cleantech. These included international or-
ganisations, market research ﬁrms, industry bodies, and publica-
tions aimed at a wider audience. The websites and publications of
corporations discursively active in deﬁning cleantech were also
analysed, and bolstered by informal, semi-structured interviews
carried out with professionals at six cleantech ﬁrms. These included
a renewable energy developer and a market research ﬁrm in the
UK; a cleantech media corporation and a cleantech research con-
sultancy in San Francisco; and a cleantech investment fund and a
cleantech media corporation in Beijing.
There are limitations in using online methodologies and in
utilising online search data as social data. Firstly, a focus on data
available through search engines limits the range of available data
to online content which has been indexed and published online.
This is especially relevant with regards to 1990e2000, during
which a large proportion of searches for information related to the
cleantech conceptmay have taken place ofﬂine, thus introducing an
element of data deterioration at the origin of the dataset. Secondly,
using aggregate search data does not reveal relations of power,
which inﬂuence decisions to allowmaterial (from journal papers to
industry reports) to be published online [29,57]. Thirdly, there is
the potential for language bias when using English language ver-
sions of search engines, and when searching using keywords in
English, although most cleantech publications appear in English.
Finally, analysis of keyword search results means that the individ-
ual or organization that performed a speciﬁc search remains an
anonymous ‘black box’.
Nonetheless, the methodology was selected because of several
advantages, including the ability to analyse search data from awide
variety of sources over a 20-year time span: something that would
be impossible to do with ofﬂine searches, which are generally not
retrievable, especially when years or decades have elapsed. The use
of online search data also enabled the segmentation and coding of
keyword results, while retaining enough analytical depth to permit
a ‘drill-down’ approach into speciﬁc sources of interest: this means
that data which is essentially quantitative (as is the case in aggre-
gate search data) can be used to highlight relevant qualitative data
(for example, an article whichmay have resulted in speciﬁc types of
aggregate search behaviour). Thus, the utility of aggregate search
data analysis lies not only in enabling the analysis of emergent
social phenomena at a macro scale, but in enabling a focus on thespeciﬁc (social, cultural, etc.) moments and events around which
aggregate behaviour can coalesce. The following analyses the
cleantech concept’s broadening deﬁnition as its usage spread from
one discursive arena to another (its extensivity) and the deepening
frequency of its use (its intensivity).
5. Tracking the spread of the cleantech concept
During the 1990s the term ‘cleantech’ was not used widely, and
its meanings tended to be very speciﬁc. The ﬁrst published use of
’cleantech’ as applied to environmental technologies occurred in a
1990 annual report by the Economic and Social Council of the
United Nations Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the
Paciﬁc (UNESCAP). In this ﬁrst appearance, ‘cleantech’ was fully
capitalised. The publication reported on preparatory work for the
CLEANTECH 1990 Exhibition, a side event at the MinisterialeLevel
Conference on Environment and Development in Asia and the Pa-
ciﬁc (MCEDAP), held in Bangkok in October 1990 [60]. The event
showcased clean technologies, and aimed to: ‘stimulate awareness
of the latest developments in clean, low-waste and pollution con-
trol technologies’ [61]. Nonetheless, a speciﬁc deﬁnition of clean-
tech was not attempted by conference organisers, who may have
used the term simply as a convenient and snappy way of
condensing two words into a useful, portmanteau title for a side
exhibition at a major diplomatic conference. It was to be a decade
before the UN used the term cleantech again. In 2000, the Clean
Tech 2000: Exhibition of Environmentally Sound Technologies was
held as part of the fourth MCEDAP in Kitakyushu City, Japan [59].
Some of the activities central to the event pointed towards the
future direction for cleantech as a sector: the exhibition featured an
‘eco-motor show’, as well as an ‘eco-consumer festival’ [59].
However, as was the case a decade earlier, there was no mention of
cleantech as a new sector.
It would be disingenuous to suggest that cleantech made its
appearance in 1990 and was then not mentioned for ten years.
Analysis of search data reveals that the term was in use in
1990e2000, but in highly speciﬁc discursive arenas, and with very
speciﬁc meanings. In 1990e95, ‘cleantech’ was used between 27
and 53 times per annum in a small selection of academic journals,
albeit often in its non-contracted form (i.e. ‘clean technologies’), or
as a product name. Overall, the clearest trend in the 1990s was an
increase in the use of cleantech in the ﬁelds of engineering and
materials science research. In 1990, research in this ﬁeld consti-
tuted 0.6% of all academic publications using the term; by 2000,
they accounted for 27.1%. During the 1990s, little mention of
cleantech was made inwider cultural spheres, including themedia:
most of its usage in academic research was in highly technical
publications. As Fig. 1 shows, the natural and physical sciences’
share of published research utilising ‘cleantech’ increasedmarkedly
during the 1990s.
From the end of the 1990s onwards, ‘cleantech’ became more
widely used in academia, although its usage was restricted to a
small number of papers. For example, while by the end of the 1990s
over 100 research papers per annum used the term, by 2010 this
number had risen to almost 500 publications a year. However, what
can be discerned from the data is that the 2000s saw the utilisation
of the term ‘cleantech’ spread, from its 1990s use by engineering
and materials science scholars to other ﬁelds such as business
studies. This signals the adoption of the term in an economic
discursive context. Indeed, by the latter half of the 2000s, the term
became much more widely used in business, administration, and
ﬁnance and economics literature. In the 1990s, its usage in these
ﬁelds as a percentage of total usage across all disciplines had
ﬂuctuated from a low of 6.6% in 1990, to a high of 23% in 2000. This
share then varied by less than ﬁve percentage points over the next
Fig. 1. Use of the term ‘cleantech’ in academic research.
(Source: compiled from data in Ref. [24]).
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research using ‘cleantech’ until 2007. In 2007 the share of total
usage of the term by these economics and business-focused disci-
plines jumped to 42%, then to 50% in 2008, and to 52% in 2009. This
is a signiﬁcant increase, and one that is paralleled by the concurrent
rise in investment amounts in the cleantech sector (see Fig. 2).
Bolstering this observation is the fact that during the period be-
tween 2006 and 2007, the number of patent applications ﬁled at
the US Patent and Trademark Ofﬁce using the term ‘green’ doubled,
from 1100 to over 2400 [37]. This led legal media executives to
argue that the late 2000s heralded a novel development in the
patenting of new products and services which can be deﬁned asFig. 2. Use of the term ‘cleantech’ in selected disciplines, compared with investment trend
(Source: compiled from data in Refs. [13,18,23,24].encompassed within broad cleantech deﬁnitions. As a legal media
writer argued in a 2008 report, ‘We have entered the Eco-Mark Era’
[37], pointing to a need to brand speciﬁc technologies with the
‘cleantech’ descriptor. Thus, not only was cleantech being used
discursively by relational actors closely linked to the performance
of a newand established sector, but its increasing use can be seen as
occurring in tandem with sectoral emergence in terms of capital
ﬂows into the new sector. While causality cannot be established, it
can be posited that investment ﬂows into the new sector and
increasing use of the cleantech concept by a wide range of actors
point to the co-constitution an emergent sector by both capital and
discursive mechanisms.s, 1999e2009
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and physical sciences arena, to wider usage across a range of aca-
demic disciplines, with market-focused disciplines becoming pre-
dominant in their usage of the term. This points not only to a rising
level of extensivity in the use of the concept, but to a widening
range of discursive actors appropriating it for speciﬁc uses. Indeed,
it can be argued that ‘cleantech’ as used in a 1990s robotics journal
(such as [35]) hadmuchmore speciﬁc, technical meanings attached
to it when compared to, say, usage of the term in a research paper
on venture capital investments in cleantech understood as a broad
ﬁnancial sector (such as [10]). By the 2010s, the cleantech concept
had gained broad traction and appeal, to the extent that it started to
be used in popular and commercial media. For example, in 2012
VPRO, a Dutch broadcasting organization produced a documentary
about the sector [63]. Titled The Cleantech Future, it featured a
future-focused exploration of future environmental and economic
trajectories resulting from the spread of the cleantech sector, based
on a conceptualisation of cleantech as a source of solutions to
contemporary environmental problems. The adoption of the term
to refer to a new sector can also be seen in the involvement of more
established discursive corporate actors in the sector after 2007. As a
cleantech media executive working stated in an interview in San
Francisco in 2009:
‘Yes, larger media ﬁrms, the established ones, are getting in on
the game, look in the last year alone, the New York Times and
the Wall Street Journal have started covering cleantech much
more, they have become much more involved. Green technol-
ogies have made the cover of Time magazine. And large media
ﬁrms are now thinking, is there a market for this? And some are
setting up people to cover the sector, some are buying cleantech
media ﬁrms outright.’
By 2000, then, cleantech had broken the discursive barriers that
had seen it conﬁned to usage in the discursive arenas of journals in
the natural and physical sciences. Paralleling this trend is the
emergence, at the start of the new millennium, of several key
performative actors: ﬁrms active in discursively shaping, debating
and enlarging cleantech as a concept. This is a characteristic that
can be found not only in the emergence of cleantech, but of other
new sectors as well, such as biotechnology [34]. First-mover
research ﬁrms were the most active corporations in attempts do
deﬁne and set boundaries around the cleantech concept. The ﬁrst
such ﬁrm was Clean Edge a ﬁrm founded in 2000 as the ﬁrst
research and publishing corporation devoted to analysis of clean-
tech as a ﬁnancial sector. Its founders were technology research
entrepreneurs Ron Pernick and Joel Makower: the former also co-
wrote a book, The Cleantech Revolution, with Clint Wilder (a busi-
ness and technology journalist and editor at Clean Edge) as away of
popularising the sector [54]. Clean Edge quickly became discur-
sively active in performing the new sector by producing cleantech
market reports and organising investor summits, and by 2010 it had
ofﬁces in Portland, Oregon, and in Silicon Valley.
Another example of a key early performative actor from the
research corporation category was the San Francisco-based Clean-
tech Group. Founded in 2002, the ﬁrm was one of the most enter-
prising actors in claiming deﬁnitional primacy over the cleantech
concept. As stated in one of its brochures:
‘Since deﬁning and introducing cleantech as an investment
category in 2002, the Cleantech Group has been tracking the
market worldwide every day, building relationships, amassing
data and connecting the power players of the sector. Its Clean-
tech Network has emerged as a de-facto industry association.’
[18].The quote shows that, for the ﬁrm, deﬁning cleantech was key to
its core business: attracting investors, service providers, and tech-
nology ﬁrms to join investor networks and purchase data and
market reports about this new sector. Deﬁning cleantech as a
concept was a ﬁnancial priority for the ﬁrm, since much of its in-
come is based on selling network memberships to ﬁrms which pay
up to US$ 2500 per annum to beneﬁt from the Group’s research and
deﬁnitional expertise [17,18]. The ﬁrm’s clients, and other com-
panies, seek to beneﬁt from the contacts and concentration of
cleantech professionals at the several conferences organised by the
group every year, for which registration fees of between US$ 795
and US$ 2295 are standard.
The importance to the Cleantech Group of deﬁning cleantech as
a new sector and as an economic concept is also highlighted, ﬁrstly,
by the material resources it places into ensuring a deﬁnition of
cleantech which is widely accepted yet dynamic, in order to allow
for the rapid development of the sector. The Group’s main research
base is located at its London ofﬁces; several analysts at this location
are tasked with the role of examining ﬁrms and investment deals
globally (the Group tracks over 22,000 cleantech corporations for
this purpose), and deciding whether these can be classed as
cleantech companies, technologies or deals. The analysts also make
sure the Group’s satellite ofﬁces (in Beijing, Delhi and Amman)
work to a deﬁnition set from the centre. As a senior analyst in
Beijing commented:
‘When we set up a deﬁnition of cleantech it was pretty strict.
There are now eleven categories we say are in cleantech, our
analysts work based on these strict strategies […]. It’s important
to deﬁne cleantech for our members, as they usually work
within one of our categories.’
At the same time, deﬁnitional boundaries are necessarily ﬂuid
and porous depending on political and economic contexts. A
discursive actor such as the Cleantech Group constantly sets strict
deﬁnitional boundaries, as well as exceptions to the rule. This is a
key example of the succession of moments in the process of con-
ceptual deﬁnition and in the performance of concepts such as
cleantech. For example, the same analyst quoted above noted that
in the case of the Chinese market:
‘Some categories are not included in cleantech, for example
hydro, not included, nuclear is not included. But in China we are
ﬂexible, for example we include clean coal or ﬁrst-generation
biofuel in the deﬁnition.’
This is an example of the sort of ‘ambiguous and often
competing ideas’ [26] that are characteristic of the intercultural
deﬁnitional tensions involved in establishing the deﬁnitions and
boundaries of speciﬁc economic concepts: ‘there is a tension be-
tween producing a keyword that is at once speciﬁc to local contexts
while remaining general enough to engage a collective, global
audience’ [26]. In addition to engaging in deﬁnitional debates,
discursive actors acknowledge the fact that an accurate, stable and
upfront deﬁnition of cleantech is not necessarily crucial for suc-
cessful market operation. In this vein, Resonates SLM, a UK mar-
keting ﬁrm with experience in the cleantech sector, stated in its
cleantech marketing guidelines that:
‘When we interviewed one of our cleantech client’s customers
to write a case study it became apparent that they valued the
product because it is small, they could site it indoors instead of
out, and they considered it a ‘cool’ technology. The product’s
clean credentials satisﬁed a secondary concern they had’.
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which Ira Ehrenpreis, a general partner and leader of the cleantech
investment practice at Technology Partners, a US$ 700 million
cleantech and life sciences venture capital ﬁrm, is quoted as stating:
‘Energy-tech investing is all about the green, and this has nothing to
do with the environment!’ [54].
In addition to market research ﬁrms, another category of
performative actors that also had a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the
widening adoption of the cleantech concept in the early 2000s was
the US venture capital community. Usage of the term by venture
capitalists led, in turn, to its adoption by technology companies and
themedia. Cleantech events, fora and conferences became, by 2010,
a feature of the renewables and clean technology investment and
investor relations conference arena: for example, cleantech con-
ferences are held annually in Europe, North America and China. As a
media executive interviewed in San Francisco stated about the
cleantech events they organised:
‘Events are useful because it’s hard to get people’s attention, but
also they’re good because of investor contact [ …]. In fact, the
most important work at the conferences we organise is not done
in the conference rooms but at the coffee urn, where you meet
people and say, ‘what do you do? Really? Wow!’ Face to face
contact is key, because the internet is such a mess e lots of in-
formation online, but it’s hard to ﬁnd and you never know
where the authoritative information and coverage is [ …]. We
may do online social networking for cleantech executives, but
really face-to-face social networking is the key. How many ex-
ecutives want to use Facebook or Twitter to do that? You’ll just
ﬁnd mostly journalists on there, but executives?’
The point above was also echoed by a cleantech executive in San
Francisco, who stated that his internet-based enterprise activity in
cleantech (which occurred around the late-2000s ‘break-through’
moment described above) was aimed at enabling interaction be-
tween those active in the sector and those wanting to work in
cleantech:
‘I set up a cleantech recruitment consultancy. Then when I had
the website and it hit 100,000 page hits, then 35 to 45 bloggers
came on board. [Our online] platform […] is now about 15,000
strong, it helps people interact.’
The above quote points to the rising number of individuals and
organizations wanting to participate in the sector, which in turn
points to an increasing number of actors performing cleantech’s
ﬂuid sectoral identity. Events and online platforms are organised by
corporate actors active in discursively deﬁning and debating the
boundaries of the new sector. Their importance can be seen by the
fact that the Cleantech Group’s version of the cleantech ‘deﬁnition’
can be found on the Group’s main website page [16]. Such a deﬁ-
nition usually includes the range of technologies and industrial
processes which are classiﬁed as ‘clean’, and the range of ﬁrms that
are deemed to belong to the cleantech fold, thus enabling the
placing of deﬁnitional boundaries around the new sector.
At the start of this section, the vague use of cleantech by
UNESCAP (the agency which had ﬁrst used the term) in 1990 and
2000 was mentioned. Highlighting the increasing performance of
the sector’s identity by discursive actors, by the end of the 2000s
the same agency had started to use the cleantech concept to denote
a new and emergent sector. In 2009, the agency clearly identiﬁed
cleantech as a ‘new market’ that could contribute not only to
regional development, but to exploiting ‘climate changeopportunities for business’ [5]. ‘Green growth’ had become a key
part of the agency’s regional development strategy, and clean
technology investment was of paramount importance to this.
6. Frequency of use of the cleantech concept
The spread of cleantech intowider cultural discursive arenas can
be tracked by excavating the rise in frequency of its use as a search
term and in its being the subject for news items and blogs. The
previous section showed that the new sector’s identity started to be
formed from around 2000. Therefore, this section focuses pre-
dominantly on 2000e10. The use of indicators such as keyword
searches, blogs, and published news enables analysis of the diffu-
sion of cleantech over an increasingly broad and heterogeneous
cultural landscape of discursive actors and audiences. The section
focuses, ﬁrstly, on aggregate search data as represented by keyword
searches, before analysing the spread of the use of the concept in
online media.
Keyword search data from the period 2000e10 points to the fact
that a relatively small number of keyword searches used the term
cleantech in a way that directly and unequivocally pointed towards
the emergent cleantech sector as the intended target of the search.
A key task is to assess the extent to which the identiﬁed searches
were targeted at material directly related to cleantech, as opposed
to tangential matter. One way to measure this is by analysing
whether the websites that the keyword searches led to contained
the term ‘cleantech’ anywhere in the site, as this indicates search
behaviour aimed at sites relevant to the emergent sector. An
example of this type of search were the 15,600 yearly global
searches for the term ‘cleanedge’, which lead to the Clean Edge
company website. The ﬁrm called itself the ‘Cleantech Market Au-
thority’ and searches aimed at ﬁnding the ﬁrm can be classiﬁed as
related to the cleantech sector.
A further level of search behaviour is that of web searches which
result in websites related to the cleantech deﬁnition but which do
not make any direct or explicit reference to cleantech; or searches
for general terms which may encompass cleantech but which are
too general to provide the researcher with the ability to infer that
cleantech was the direct target. An example of this is the 1.6 million
yearly searches for the term ‘windpower’, which is a subsector
within the cleantech deﬁnition. However, while a search for wind
power may have been addressed to ﬁrms working within the
cleantech fold, the data does not enable the researcher to make
such an inference based on the available data. Furthermore, anal-
ysis shows that in internet keyword searches for terms such as
‘cleantech’, there are instances where speciﬁc searches are wholly
unrelated to the concept, or too vague to be appropriately analysed
as referring to cleantech as deﬁned for the purposes of this paper.
Keyword searches were segmented so that the data on which
this paper is based focuses on the 100 most used keyword search
combinations globally. However, the number of direct references to
cleantech varies by geography: for example direct searches for
‘cleantech’ accounted for only 4% of all cleantech searches globally,
while searches which were not directly aimed at the cleantech
concept but at terms associated with it (as was the case with the
‘cleanedge’ example above), which are referred to as related
searches, accounted for 63% of global searches. At the national level
this proportion differs considerably. In the US, direct searches
accounted for 77% of all cleantech-related searches; related
searches amounted to 16% of searches. In the UK, direct searches
accounted for 62% of all searches, while related searches amounted
to 23% of the total. This broadly reﬂects the geographical signiﬁ-
cance of the main cleantech investment centres in the US and the
UK.
In addition to keyword searches, and in order to trace the spread
Table 2
Number of online news articles using the term ‘cleantech’, 2000e10 (Source:
compiled from data in Ref. [24]).












F. Caprotti / Technology in Society 46 (2016) 80e89 87of cleantech to wider cultural discursive arenas, it is useful to
analyse the usage of the term in material published online. The
following does this by tracking the utilisation of the cleantech
concept in blogs and online news publications over the past decade.
Blogs and news outlets are treated as indicators of intensivity. At
the time of writing, there were a total of 239,335 blog entries in
English focused on cleantech, published between January 2000 and
June 2010 (Table 1). Blog entries which use the term ‘cleantech’may
not necessarily be directly related to the cleantech sector, or
focused on cleantech as themain subject of the blog, and vice versa.
However, the use of speciﬁc keywords in blogs is a useful indicator
of the spread of new terms, words, and concepts in wider social
media. Mirroring the trends outlined in the previous section,
analysis of blog data for the period 2000e2004 shows that clean-
tech was rarely used: it was mentioned in a total of 13 blog entries
during the period. However, between 2004 and the end of 2005 the
concept ‘took off’ in the blogging landscape: the period saw a rapid
increase of blog entries referring to cleantech, reaching 1789 in-
stances of use by the end of 2005. This represents a signiﬁcant
increase over the 11 blog posts using the term published in the
previous year. This trend continued from 2006 onwards: yearly
increases in usage ranged from 81.4% (in 2009) to 303% (in 2007).
The smaller increases in percentage terms towards the end of the
decade belie the large number of entries that form each year-on-
year increase. For example, the 60% increase in 2005e6 repre-
sents a total increase of just 4385 blog entries over the period since
2004. In contrast to this, the smaller year-on-year percentage in-
crease of 21.5% in the 18 months between 2009 and June 2010
represents an increase of 19,850 entries. This highlights a spread of
the usage of cleantech in awider media and social landscape, based
on a ‘break-through’ moment around 2004e5 when the cleantech
concept can be described as having gained wider cultural and
economic meanings in terms of its deﬁnition as a new economic
sector.
The increasing use of cleantech as a term used to describe an
emergent economic sector can be seen as an example of a cultural
process of deﬁnition and framing of a sector, and thus as a key
component of the wider process of performativity. In addition to
blog entries, the increase in usage of the cleantech concept in on-
line news outlets also reﬂects the diffusion of the concept in the
ﬁrst decade of the twenty-ﬁrst century (Table 2). Cleantech was
more prevalent in news outlets than in blogs in 2000e4, when its
usage ranged from 327 to 681 annual mentions in published online
news articles. The period 2004e5 sees almost a doubling in the
number of times cleantech is cited in online news. Although this is
not as dramatic a rise as in the case of blogs later in the decade, it
nonetheless points to the fact that twice as many articles talked
about cleantech in 2005e6 as they did in 2004e5. A fundamental
difference between online news and blog data is the relativeTable 1
Number of blog entries using the term ‘cleantech’, 2000e10 (Source: compiled from
data in Ref. [24]).











2010 111,958 21.5scarcity of online news outlets when compared with the millions of
blogs available online: this points to the fact that the smaller, more
speciﬁc universe of news outlets still reﬂects an increase in interest
in the cleantech concept over the same time period that the term
was being used with more frequency in blogs. However, one key
difference in the data on the use of the term in blogs and online
news outlets is that while usage of the term in blogs increased year
on year from 2005 to 2010, the years 2008e10 show a decline in
news articles citing the term. The reasons for this need further
investigation, especially since the decrease in the term’s use is not
reﬂected in the fact that the term remained popular in the blog
landscape. However, as the media executive quoted in the previous
section highlighted, cleantech media ﬁrms actively searched for
bloggers to help publicise and produce online materials on a range
of cleantech-related topics towards the end of the 2000s. This
performance of cleantech by bloggers and ‘online’ actors is indic-
ative of the increasing importance of the blogosphere in an
emerging sector.7. Conclusion: new sectors, emergence and performativity
This paper has focused on the dynamic emergence of the
cleantech concept and on its shifting deﬁnition and increasingly
frequent usage across a range of discursive arenas. In so doing, it
has tracked theway inwhich cleantech, as a term, was used inways
that did not assume a sectoral meaning before 2000. However,
within the context of the rise in interest around the broader green
economy, the cleantech concept increasingly became used to
deﬁne, frame and perform the new sector. Although the emergent
sector’s deﬁnitional boundaries were (and remain) dynamic, the
term itself became a useful referent utilised by a diverse range of
actors engaged in shaping the discursive arena around this new
area of economic activity. The processes that contributed to the
spread of the concept across discursive boundaries and to its
increasingly frequent utilisation by a range of actors can be seen as
central, constituent parts of the wider techno-cultural co-consti-
tution that forms part and parcel of the process of the emergence
and performance of sectoral deﬁnitions around a new economic
sector. Based on the theoretical and empirical discussion above, the
paper contributes in four main ways to current research on the
performance of markets and sectors. These contributions relate to
methodologies, materialities, and performativity.
Firstly, the article made a methodological contribution. Usage of
data from online sources highlights the utility of regarding the
online sphere as a promising and as yet largely untapped source of
data for analysis of processes through which technology and its
socio-cultural framing interact and are mutually shaped. Search
data, in particular, can be seen as a combination of large datasets of
aggregate online behaviour which can be used as a window into
F. Caprotti / Technology in Society 46 (2016) 80e8988existing cultural economic processes and mechanisms around
sectoral deﬁnition, marketization, performance and relationality.
Its utility, for the purpose of this paper, lay in its use as a way of
tracking the development, use and performance of the cleantech
concept. Seen through this data lens, a concept and sector such as
cleantech is seen in its ﬂuidity and dynamism during its perfor-
mance by a diverse range of actors. Cleantech can be seen as an
example of the result of on-going discursive debates between ac-
tors with stakes in the material and discursive consequences of
conceptual deﬁnition. This underlines the key importance, for
technology-focused actors as well as others, of engaging in deﬁni-
tional debates around new markets and technologies.
Secondly, the article has posited a link between performativity
and the production of materialities. The article has shown that the
increasing use of the cleantech concept by discursive actors was
paralleled by rising investment amounts in the new sector. While
this can be seen as an example of the co-constitution of a
technological-economic sector by both discursive trends and cap-
ital ﬂows, it is also a pointer to the material consequences of
techno-cultural processes such as sectoral deﬁnition. Indeed, the
discursive actors working to adopt the cleantech concept and to
widen it into a new sectoral identity are also deeply engaged with
the production of energy, industrial, policy and other materialities
and landscapes as part of their involvement with the new sector. A
focus on the deﬁnition of emergent sectors is therefore a key
concern in the study of the co-constitution of technology and so-
ciety: concepts such as cleantech are key ordering mechanisms
through which economic sectors are framed and therefore pro-
duced, around which social networks are organised, and through
which actors perform new and changing identities.
Thirdly, the article has excavated the way in which perform-
ativity functions as a relational, dynamic and networked process
that builds up identities and cultural signiﬁers around actors and
artefacts that may, or may not have ‘made sense’ when brought
together in assemblage beforehand. One of the interesting char-
acteristics of the cleantech sector is its ability to present a wide
range of heterogeneous products, services, ﬁnancial ﬂows and ge-
ographies as pertaining to the encompassing and overarching
deﬁnition of a sector that, before 2000, had little meaning or
deﬁnition, and would not have been recognised by the actors (from
venture capitalists, to bloggers, to renewable energy corporations)
that became its central performative, discursive actors a few years
later. Thus, a study of the emergence of a new sector such as
cleantech enables a dialogue to be continued between work on the
performativity of markets, and research on performativity and
identity. This is because cleantech was performed as an economic
sector based on the formation and (non-normative) shaping of a
distinct sectoral identity. It is here where the concept of emergence
becomes a central interface between the performativity of markets,
and performativity and identity: emergence, is characterised by the
not necessarily coordinated actions of a multitude of actors,
resulting in organised behaviour (i.e., the production of sectoral
identity, and of a sector itself) not necessarily related to the actions,
or intentions, of any single actor or grouping of actors.Acknowledgements
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